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At One With Mother Earth
the roots of gaia retreat & Spa run deep in Australia’s healing hinterland.   
By Marina Chetner

Beyond the popular beaches that fringe eastern  
Australia’s gold Coast lie Byron Bay’s undulating  
hills. Flush with macadamia, coffee and banana plan-
tations, these fertile grounds provided respite for the 
indigenous Bundjalung people when they were sick. 
Legend also has it that the highest point in the shire, 
which overlooks the Nightcap range rainforests and 
a distant Pacific ocean, was where Aboriginal women  
went to give birth. the sacred spot is now called 
Samira Lookout, and forms part of gaia retreat & Spa  
(gaiaretreat.com.au), co-owned by Australian singer 
and actress olivia Newton-John.

in 1994, Newton-John recorded the album, Gaia, 
which means “spirit of Mother Earth” in greek, on 
her farm near Byron Bay. Diagnosed with breast can-
cer two years previously, she used the recording to help 
her through the healing process. “this album serves as 
a reminder of my passage, appreciation and gratitude 
for life—my one Woman’s Journey,” reads the CD jack-
et. A decade later, while accompanying her longtime 
friend, interior designer gregg Cave, on a residential 
property search, they came across the rundown Ban-
galow Palms health Farm, which stood on a 25-acre 
lot with never-ending pastoral views. “After visiting the 
site and both dreaming about it, we sat and discussed 

over a cuppa: ‘What would we do if we bought it?’” 
recalls Newton-John. “We tossed around many ideas 
and thought it would be amazing to open a place that 
our friends could come and share with us; to provide 
rest and peace, great organic food, therapeutic heal-
ing treatments—and yoga, of course!” Channeling 
Newton-John’s healing spirit, they renovated the der-
elict property, and opened gaia retreat & Spa to the 
world in 2005.

SPiritUAL SANCtUArY 
gaia’s beautifully manicured grounds are dotted with 
23 villas that accommodate a mix of local and inter-
national clients (including A-list celebrities), some of 
whom stay for days, even months, at a time. “there’s 
definitely a strong emphasis on return guests from this 
area,” says Cave, a co-owner and director/general man-
ager, who divulges that the audience tips in the locals’ 
favor (78%). “our loyalty program is set up just for 
them, because it’s important for our local residents to 
feel included in experiencing this beautiful sacred land, 
of which we are simply custodians.” the property is lush 
with hibiscus, eucalyptus and palm trees, and traversed 
by winding walkways that unite the resort’s facilities. 
there’s a spa, fitness center, yoga room, meditation  
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deck, tennis courts, pool and the communal, Samoan-
style Kukura house, where guests check in. this is also 
where all meals are served, including wholesome three-
course dinners accompanied by biodynamic wines. 
Chef Dan trewartha pays special attention to individu-
als’ diets and prepares inventive, flavorful meals using 
organic produce freshly picked from the ground’s gar-
dens or supplied by local purveyors.

the retreat’s freestyle approach to well-being inspires 
self-discovery. Daily activities start and end with the sun—
morning yoga, wellness talks, cooking demonstrations, 
afternoon qigong—but it’s at the spa where guests can 
truly take pause. An intricately carved tibetan gate leads 
to a 3,230-square-foot spa building con figured with 
14 treatment rooms featuring windows that frame the 
subtropical gardens. Although local council regulations 
wouldn’t allow Cave to extend beyond the existing wall 
space, the textured interior feels warm and nurturing.  
For an alfresco experience, the Sacred garden double 
treatment room incorporates an outdoor bath that’s 
used for the Cleopatra Bath with milk and rose petals 
(30 min./AU$65), which immerses guests in the natu-
ral surroundings. Enlivened by birdsong, it’s serene and  
private. the 15,070-square-foot pool deck is punctuated 
by lounge chairs from italian brand Smeca, cocoon-like 
sun beds by DEDoN, a Jacuzzi, sauna and shower, plus  
a locker area used mainly by day visitors. in-house guests 
arrive at the spa sporting gaia’s kimono-like gowns, 
which helps reduce water consumption because they 
can be worn repeatedly by the same client. (As part of 
its conservation efforts, the property uses only filtered, 
fresh rainwater). 

DrEAMtiME At thE SPA
Upon arrival at gaia, each guest receives a wellness con-
sultation to determine what they want from their time 
there. “inspired by Mother Earth, our main objective 
was to keep the treatments pure, authentic and hon-
orable, but since then the menu has evolved by listen-
ing to the needs of our guests,” explains Cave. the spa 
protocols now range from simple services like manicures 
to treatments that skew spiritual. offerings include the 
signature Classic Kahuna relaxation massage (90 min./
AU$210), unique for its soft-to-firm, wavelike strokes 
with serpentine movements; energetic healing treat-
ments such as the esoteric breast massage (90 min./
AU$195); one-on-one additional therapies like sculpture 
classes (90 min./AU$210); and facials using gaia’s own 
organic skincare range called retreatment (60 min./
AU$135). Formulated with extracts and oils of native 
Australian plants, the line took Newton-John and Cave 
two years to develop. “We worked very closely with 
three natural and organic skincare chemist formulators 
as well as with our own in-house, fully qualified and 
experienced aromatherapist Brigitte geisser,” says Cave.

Some guests are referred to an off-menu treatment 
called intuitive Massage (90 min./AU$195), which uses 
tapping, rubbing and kneading movements to unblock 
stagnant energy in muscles and along the spine. it’s not 
uncommon for recipients to experience an emotional 
release during these types of sessions. gaia’s offerings 
also extend to “alternative therapies” in its naturo-
pathic clinic, such as dietary guidance, iridology and live 
cell analysis, which uses a single drop of a client’s blood 
to determine their nutritional needs.

Treatments at the 
spa (above) include 
massages and men’s 
services (right). Gaia’s 
cofounders Gregg  
Cave and Olivia 
Newton-John (far right).
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to help foster a sense of connec-
tion prior to choosing their treatments, 
a booklet proffering information about 
each of the spa’s 35 therapists is placed 
in guests’ suites. “our therapists are 
all selected for their skill sets and qua-
lifications, but mostly for the warmth and 
heart they deliver in their work,” explains 
Cave. in-house program training ses-
sions are regularly scheduled to maintain  
consistency in delivery. Cave adds that 
since they opened, gaia has strength-
ened its reputation in spa treatments, 
thus increasing day spa patronage 
among Byron’s vacationers. Social media 
does play an integral role in marketing 
efforts, but word of mouth generates the 
most traction.

CoMiNg FULL CirCLE
Byron Bay has drawn a steady stream of 
the world’s best healers for decades, and 
its spiritual essence is undeniable. “We 
believe my mother led gregg and i to 
find gaia,” reveals Newton-John. “it was 
just after her passing and we brought 
her ashes up to my property near gaia 
because she loved this area so much.” 
on a walking track that leads to Samira 
Lookout stands a small tree next to a 
plaque dedicated to irene Newton-John. 
“We planted the Wollemi Pine as a trib-
ute to my mum, who was a true nature 
lover, and a keen and talented photo-
grapher,” says Newton-John. thought to 
be extinct, the rare and ancient pine spe-
cies was rediscovered by a bushwalker 
in 1994. And, with its roots set in these 
healing grounds, there’s no better place 
for it to prosper and thrive. 

Marina Chetner is an Australian freelance 

writer based in Los Angeles.

Guests at Gaia enjoy healthy meals (above), which are served in the 
traditional Samoan-style Kukura House (left).
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